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President’s Piece
It has been a quiet couple of flying months for most of us over June and July. I’ve spent hours in the
workshop and very little time on the sticks but I guess its just that time of year. The only bonus the
weather brought us was to fill the Nile Road Pond, and Phil and Mike have managed to get some float
flying done while the track out to the Wakapuaka strip has been too muddy.
I have the paving stones ready to mark out the pilot’s box (thanks Phil for the paint) and the
emergency details sign ready to set-up (thanks Lance for the printing). I just need an opportunity when
things get a bit dryer so I can drive out and install them.
Like many of the members I’ve spoken with lately we’ve all made adjustments and repairs on our
models and are hanging out to get them in the air – so bring on some dryer conditions!
Happy Flying!
Murray
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The CnS newsletter is published every two months; Feb, Apr, Jun, Aug, Oct, and Dec.

WhatsApp Group:
If you are not connected to WhatsApp give Murray or Phil a call.

Facebook:
We are on Facebook. For those Facebook users out there, look up the Nelson Model Aero Club and add a
‘like’ to our page.

https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=nelson%20model%20aero%20club

Special offer for NMAC Members
COOL POWER – 1 Gal (US) or 3.785 litre containers $65 each
BACK IN STOCK - NITRO ~ $35 per litre
I don’t have any bottles for the nitro so it’s BYOB (Bring Your Own Bottle).
Contact Peter Stevens.

Show'n Tell 26 March
It was a good night for putting your feet up and enduring the telly but I’m sure the stalwarts who braved
the awful weather to attend were glad they made the effort.
Graham Smithson was first with his Aurora F3A. This is a
reproduction of a pattern aerobatics plane flown by Graham
in international competition in the 1980s. A very complex
and beautiful plane, 10cc glow powered, retracts, entirely
scratch built and finished to an immaculate standard. Due to
the requirements of the pattern back then and the nature of
the planes, manoeuvres were flown at very high speeds,
around 200kph. When Graham brings this to the flying field
you have to be there.

Dave Frost brought his pretty little scale Tipsy Nipper. Built from
a plan in Aero modeller magazine dating from prehistoric times
Dave has made an excellent job of it. Is Dave our longest serving
member? I think he must be. The Nipper is powerless as yet but
Dave is getting his head around newfangled out runners, lipos,
etc. and will have it flying before too long.

I lowered the tone with a 36”, rudder/elevator, M E Snipe (1.5cc
diesel, c.1960) powered plane I built mid 90s. I tried to draw
attention away from the rather scruffy plane not only from
embarrassment but also to demonstrate the undercarriage design
which I’ve used on many planes and is worth copying. I will do a
proper description for the newsletter one day but the photo shows
its resilience.

Returning to quality, Lance had his Airwolf helicopter. Lance may
use his editorial powers here to add technical detail because
when I look at modern helicopters I am overwhelmed by the
complexity and engineering detail. I did gather that Lance has
modified it to flybarless operation.

Bill Sargent was last with a device that defies description. It appeared to have come from an alien world
and been partly burned up on passing through the earth’s atmosphere. Sitting atop a wire cage that might
have been for trapping possums except that it had four wheels, was a partly incinerated stainless tube,
red finned at the front, a metal wing, better suited for decapitation rather than lift, protruding from just
one side, and control surfaces at the back.
This terrifying machine was in fact a pulse jet control-line speed model sitting on a take-off dolly. Five
people are needed to operate it. Bill made the starting equipment, which includes an emulation of a Ford
T coil, to his own design. From the floor many tales of the horrifying noise of these things ensued capped
by Bill’s own story of a noise complaint from eleven miles away.
An enjoyable evening – thanks Lance for organizing it.
John Reid
Editors note: Sorry but the photo of Bills contraption did not make it through the ether - perhaps another
time.

Fletcher FU-24
NMAC member Blake Gilmour has a long affection for the Fletcher FU-24 aircraft. He was associated with
‘DJE’ which worked for Skydive Abel Tasman for 8 years before it went down to the Fox Glacier.
The Fletcher FU-24 is an agricultural aircraft made in New Zealand, and one of the country’s most famous
aviation icons. One of the first aircraft designed for aerial topdressing, the Fletcher has also been used for
other aerial applications as a utility aircraft, and for sky diving. It has a wingspan of 12.8m, length 10.64m,
and a take-off weight around 2900kg.
Blake’s original model was made about 10 years ago by
Brian Barrow and he is responsible for the strong
bones and straight lines. Blake has replaced the glow
motor with electric power, extended the nose and
added other features to make it more scale-like, and
finished it off in Skydive Abel Tasman colours.
Blake says the model flies beautifully and he’s very
pleased with the results.

Blake's model at Wakapueka

Full size version landing at
Motueka.

Understanding RC servos
I recently bought a large sized aerobatic ARF model. I wanted to get the appropriate servos for the model
but there are so many options and types of servos available I didn’t know what to choose. I eventually
found a good article which helped me understand what the choices meant and how to decide what I
needed. I’ve edited the article but there is still heaps of information to take in.
I eventually purchased mid-priced digital coreless servos – they seem to have done the trick.
Cheers
Murray

RC Servo Operation Basics
RC servos convert electrical commands from the receiver, back into physical movement. A servo simply
plugs into a specific receiver, gyro, or FBL controller channel and is used to move that specific part of the
RC model. This movement is proportional, meaning that the servo will only move as much as the
transmitter stick on your radio is moved, or as much as the gyro/FBL system instructs it to move.

The servo plug has three conductors/wires. One wire
supplies positive DC voltage to the servo – usually 5 to
6 volts (HV servos can handle up to 8.5 VDC). The
second wire is for servo voltage ground, and the third
wire is the servo signal wire.
You will always find the centre wire and centre pin of
the servo plug is the positive. This is not by accident. If
you ever plug a servo into a receiver, gyro, or flybarless1 unit backwards by mistake, it generally will do no
harm.

What is the Signal Wire For?
The receiver or flybarless system “talks” to the servo through this wire by means of a simple on/off pulsed
signal. This is known as PWM, Pulse Width Modulation.
The "normal" frequency of this PWM signal is 50 Hz, meaning that 50 times a second, the position of the
servo is "updated" or "refreshed". Time wise, that means once about every 20 milliseconds.
This frequency can vary quite a bit between brands and components (most fully compatible), and has no
impact on the actual servo position, it only impacts how often that position is updated.
The actual servo position is determined by the length (pulse width) or "on time" of each of those
individual PWM pulses regardless of the refresh frequency. The "nominal" pulse width range is about 1000
to 2000 micro-seconds (us) with the centre position set at about 1520us; however, over travel is possible
by going outside those numbers by increasing servo travel limits in your radio as one example.

RC Servo Sizes

Micro Linear, Micro, Mid, & Standard Size RC Servos
The "standard" in any size generally has the same mounting hole spacing, but the physical size of the
servo case (body), can have variations. Most servo manufacturers however do provide very good size
specifications of all dimensions.

Servo Speed Ratings
Other than physical size, the next item that all RC servo specifications indicate is speed and torque.
Servo speed ratings are easy! They are listed as a measurement of the time it takes the servo to rotate a
certain number of degrees. This has been standardised in most specifications to 60 degrees. In other
words, the time it takes the servo wheel/arm to turn 60° unloaded. The smaller the number, the faster the
servo is.

1

A flybar is the stabilising mechanism on the rotor head of a helicopter. In a flybarless system the flybar is replaced
by an electronic stabiliser - same technology as used for stabilising fixed wing models.

For example, a 0.12 sec/60° servo rating means it will take 0.12 seconds to rotate the servo arm or wheel
60°. This would be twice as fast as a servo that is rated in the 0.24 sec/60° range. An RC helicopter tail
rotor specific servo on the other hand will have speeds as fast as 0.03 sec/60°.

Servo Torque Ratings
RC servo torque ratings are a little more abstract, but still quite simple to get your head around. The
torque rating determines the maximum amount of force the servo can apply at a right angle to a lever
(servo arm). This torque force specification is measured
and listed in the servo specifications as ounce inches (ozin) or kilogram centimetres (kg-cm). The larger the
number, the more force the servo can exert.
For example, high torque demand standard size servos
responsible for driving the helicopter cyclic (swashplate)
movement, will generally have torque ratings in the 10
kg-cm to 20 kg-cm region. So, what exactly does 20 kg-cm
or 270 oz-in mean?
If you had a servo rated at 20 kg-cm with a 2.0 cm servo arm attached as shown in the photo above, it
would be able to produce 20 kg of push/pull force 1.0 cm from the centre of the servo output shaft before
stalling.

Servo Operation Voltage Plays A Roll
Both speed and torque specifications are usually given for the two common voltages used for receiver
battery packs. 4.8 volts for a 4-cell battery pack and 6.0 volts for a 5-cell battery pack.
This also translates over to the typical BEC's or voltage regulator outputs if that is how you power your onboard electronics. Obviously the 6.0-volt packs give slightly higher speed and torque ratings.
Higher voltage servos (HV) are starting to become more popular and are generally shown with speed &
torque specs at 6.0V, 7.4V, & 8.4. These servos will continue to grow in popularity as 2S LiPo & LiFe RX
battery packs, along with higher current programmable BEC's become more and more popular. Just
ensure your receiver / gyro / FBL unit will also operate at these higher voltages but most of today's
components do.

Digital RC Servos vs. Analog RC Servos
It wasn't all that many years ago, the only RC servos available were analog, but now we have digital. First
off, there is no physical or main component difference between a digital servo or analog servo. The servo
case, motor, gears, and even the feedback potentiometer all have the same functions and operations in
both types. The difference between the two is in how the PWM signal from the receiver is processed and
how this information is used to send power to the servo motor.
Analog Servo Operation: Both analog and digital RC servo electronics control the speed of the motor by
applying on and off voltage signals or pulses to the motor. This voltage is constant, the voltage of the
receiver battery pack, voltage regular, or BEC to be exact, 4.8 to 6.0 volts (up to 8.4V with HV rated servo
applications).
With analog, this on off frequency occurs at the same frequency as the PWM input frequency; which is
normally around 50 Hz (every 20 milliseconds). The longer each on pulse is in these 20 ms windows, the
faster the motor turns and the more torque it produces. This is the same way the speeds of most motors
are controlled. For instance, if you have a ceiling or exhaust fan in your house that is controlled with a
variable rotary dial speed switch; the fan motor is not given lower and higher voltages to adjust the speed.
The speed switch simply cycles the voltage to the fan motor on and off many times a second. The longer
each on pulse is, the faster the fan runs.

Now back to our analog RC servo. At rest, there is no voltage going to the motor. If a small transmitter
command is given or some external pressure is applied to the servo horn forcing it off neutral, a short
duration voltage pulse will be sent to the motor. The larger the stick movement or potentiometer
movement, the longer this "on" pulse will be in order to move the servo quickly to the desired position or
to allow the motor to produce more torque to hold it while an external force is present.
Analog Servo Limitations
As you can imagine, power pulses every 20 milliseconds or so don't get the motor turning that quickly or
allow it enough time to produce much torque. This is the problem with all analog servos; they don’t react
fast or produce much torque when given small movement commands or when external forces are trying
to push them off their holding position. This area of slow sluggish response and torque is called deadband.
Much of RC control, especially with RC helicopters is done with small quick stick movements moving the
servo back and forth in very small increments. There are also many changing loads on the rotor system
(both main and tail) that are always trying to force the servo off its hold position as well.
This is not really that big of deal for slow human response times, but a problem for lightning fast gyros and
electronic flybarless systems.
Digital RC Servo Operation
Digital servos to the rescue! A digital servo has all the same parts as an analog servo, even the three wire
plug that plugs into the receiver is the same. The difference is in how the PWM signal is processed and
sent to the servo motor. A small microprocessor inside the servo analyses the receiver signals and
processes these into very high frequency voltage pulses to the servo motor. Instead of 50 pulses per
second, the motor will now receive 300 and up pulses per second.
The pulses will be shorter in length of course, but with so many voltage pulses occurring, digital servos
have much improved deadband, better resolution, faster response, quicker and smoother
acceleration/deceleration, and immensely better holding power.
You can test this very easily by plugging in a digital servo and an analog servo to your receiver. Try to turn
the servo wheel off centre on the analog RC servo. Notice how you will be able to move it slightly before
the servo starts to respond and resist the force - it feels a bit "spongy". Now do the same thing with the
digital RC servo. It feels like the servo wheel and shaft are glued to the case – it responds that fast and
holds that well.
Incidentally, if you have ever wondered why digital servos "sing" when very light force loads are placed on
them, what you are hearing is are the higher frequency voltage pulses acting on the motor at about 300
Hz.
Digital Servo Draw Back
Now nothing is perfect and this increase in speed, torque, and holding power does come at a cost. Power
Consumption! Digital servos are power hungry. All those hundreds (thousands) of power pulses per
second use up more battery power than an analog servo would. This really is not that much of a problem
these days since RX battery packs have at least double or triple the capacity of what the same size/weight
pack had just a few years ago. That said, it can be a big issue for your BEC (internal or external) or a
voltage regulator all of which have a finite maximum current output.
Remember, the analog servo is slow to respond and provides little torque during small, fast command
inputs not to mention poor holding power. Those good-looking specifications are given at full stick
movement when the servo has ramped up to full speed and torque. The slower spec digital servo in this
case will still provide much more speed and torque where it's needed most.

RC Servo Motor Types: Brushed, Coreless, Brushless
3&5 Pole Brushed RC Servo Motors

Most low cost / standard servos (analog or digital) use what is called a brushed 3 pole electric DC motor.
This is just a standard 3-pole wire wound DC motor with a 3-conductor commutator being energized by
two opposing brushes feeding positive & negative current – the most common type of DC motor in
existence.
Coreless RC Servo Motor
In a Coreless design, the heavy steel core is eliminated by using a light weight wire mesh that spins around
the outside of the magnets within the body of the motor. The coreless motor armature weighs a fraction
of what a wire core wound does. This results in quicker acceleration and deceleration. The result is more
available torque, and faster response time. I personally feel coreless motors offer the best servo
performance - even over brushless (at least from the stand point of fastest acceleration and least amount
of deadband).
RC Servo Bearings, Metal Gears, Splines, Cases, & Water Resistance
You will notice when servo shopping, many specifications list if the servo has bearings and the number of
bearings – usually 1 or 2. These bearings are used on the main servo output shaft instead of a simple
bushing. The advantages of having ball bearings on the output shaft in a servo are less friction and slop.
With today's high torque and speedy digital servos, combined with high force load RC model applications,
metal gears and output shafts are getting more and more common place.
RC Servo Grommets

Grommets just cushion the servo a little bit to help absorb some vibration energy from getting into the
servo, and perhaps a wee bit of impact energy as well. They are almost always used on fuel powered
helicopters due to the higher vibration environments.
RC servo grommets come in two flavours, square and round. Square are the most common, but both
types have the same purpose and are installed onto the servo the same. You simply slide them into the
mounting holes through the slot on the holes. You also need to fit the brass sleeve into the rubber
grommets so the mounting screw or bolt can't tear the rubber or tear the grommet right out of the servo
mounting hole. I usually install my brass sleeves upside down in the grommet, but that is just my method;
it seems to work both ways just as well.
Depending on how tight you snug down the mounting screws/bolts, the more or less dampening you will
get. On electric powered helis, I generally compress the grommets a moderate amount. On fuel powered
where I want more dampening, just snug enough to keep the servos tight. Main thing is all 4 mounting
screws/bolt (or 2 on micro size servos), are tightened about the same amount to achieve even grommet
compression/dampening.

RC Servo Splines

All RC servos (other than linear types) have a "splined" output shaft. The primary reason for this is so the
servo arm or wheel can't slip out of position under the large torque loads it's exposed to.
The secondary reason for using splines is to help you fine tune your
servo arm & wheel position. The thing to know with servo splines, is
there are different sizes of splines and numbers of teeth on the
spline.
For most servos other than the small minis & micros, spline type is
shown by a number (number of spline teeth) followed by a "T". The
most common out there is 25T. These are often called Futaba
splines as most Futaba servos use them; but so many others do as
well such as Align, BK, Blue Bird, KST, MKS, Power HD, Savox, Traxxas, Turnigy...
In other words, when in doubt, you are going to be right more times than wrong choosing 25T. The next
most common are 23T servos and arms/wheels. Spektrum & JR are the primary users, along with airtronix
and a few others. Hitec is the odd ball or should I say even ball. They use 24T.

Simple Wing Bags
Here’s an idea for you… I kept banging and denting my lovely new wings and wanted some way to protect
them. Hobbyking do a really good cheap wing bag – but they never seem to be in stock. While browsing in
Kmart I discovered that they sell sponge-like yoga mats (1700mm x 610mm x 3mm thick) for only $5. You
can also get 5mm thick versions for $8 each. It seemed too good an opportunity to miss. I bought two
mats and cut them into a triangle shape. I used UHU POR (a good contact adhesive) to glue the edges
together (I masked the edge with tape to stop the glue going in to places I didn’t want it) – and even
added a pocket for the wing spar.
It works well – no more dumb dents – a simple, cheap, and effective solution.
Cheers, Murray.

From around the club
Nile Road
After a dry period the pond at Nile
Rd is now full and has provided
some float fly fun

Landing or takeoff ??

Sharing - an all important skill.

Mike and Mike with
gumboots and floats

Meanwhile - at Wakapuaka

Wayne starting the Spitfire. A great example of how to do this safely, tethered and pointing
away from people and other models.

A selection of old and new models.

Colin and Paul in training mode.

